Brenda Franklin Designs FURRBALL SCARF
Materials: 2 balls of Bernat® Boa 1 ¾ oz/50 g (71 yards/65 m)
or comparable eyelash yarn.
730 - 3/4" large hole sequins
Size 5 mm knitting needles or size required to obtain gauge
Darning or tapestry needle
Quilt batting or Dacron (enough to stuff knit bead ends)
Gauge:
20 stitches = 4” 20 rows = 4”
**Please note that the eyelash yarn is slick and knitting gauges may vary.**
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SCARF INSTRUCTIONS:
Cast on: 2 stitches (all rows are knit stitch)
Knit row
Knit 1, increase 1 in next knit stitch, knit 1 (3 stitches)
Knit row
4th row increase 1 stitch on each side every other row until 25 stitches across, knitting the
alternate rows.
Knit each row until scarf is approximately 64 inches long (or desired length if shorter)
Decrease 1 stitch each side, every other row until there are 3 stitches remaining, knitting
alternate rows.
Knit 2 together, knit 1 (2 stitches)
Knit row
Knit 2 together
Cast off remaining stitch
KNIT BEAD INSTRUCTIONS:
Cast on 20 stitches and knit 20 rows
Cast off
Repeat for second bead.
FINISHING
Roll a small amount of Dacron or similar padding (quilt batting) into a ball two times (should
make a ball of padding with an approximate diameter of 1 ¼ to 1 ½ inch). Place one in the
middle of each knit square. For each square, stitch the four corners together. Creating folds
between the sewn ends. Stitch the 4 centers of the folds to the center to make your knit bead.
Attach one to each end of the scarf and finish your tails.
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